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Abstract
Wellintegrated development tools allowing automatic code generation from visual
representations of analysis and design decisions are important assets in handling the
complexities of todays software This paper describes a few features of a method in
dependent objectoriented development tool essentially consisting of a users plane
where visual system construction takes place a formal plane where user actions
are veried and underlying platforms providing userformal mappings The paper
concentrates on the users plane addressing aspects of static and dynamic system
views
 Introduction
For some time now software development tools have been advertising features
very much in need in professional environments as for example productivity
increases early prototyping and time to market and automatically generated
quality code The most recent wave of tools addresses the object orientation
paradigm as for example Rational Rose and Paradigm Plus While some
emphasize specic application domains others are more expressive in certain
development phases such as analysis or design This is so because tools are

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usually methoddriven at most they allow the selection of some method then
binding the user to its notation and sequence of steps
In fact a second generation of such tools is already on the way exemplied
by the UML approach which unies features of the Booch  OMT 	

and OOSE  methods In this paper we present some aspects of a modern
development tool reecting not a new method or a unication of features but
rather a carefully organized objectoriented discourse which can be visually
realized in a users plane via familiar notation and veried in a background
run formal plane
The discourse adopted reduces object orientation as seen today to its
most fundamental issues and demysties terminology It can be explained
to conventional programmers in terms already familiar to them thus making
good use of experience accumulated perhaps through decades of computer
programming We feel and have some own evidence that this evolutionary
approach is best accepted in professional environments
Second only to the denition of the discourse method independence was
foremost in considering design criteria for our tool Most existing methods
dier a great deal in notation and less in the recipe for good system design
Most agree on what to do create static and dynamic system views somehow
owing through requirements analysis design and coding and oer good
variety on how to do it how to model state dependent behavior for exam
ple Moreover as mentioned above they are not universally applicable some
emphasize analysis modeling whereas others cater more to the design phase
Another common feature of method implementation tools is their lack
of verication during design In object orientation a case in point is class
deletion objects of deleted classes may continue to appear in code generated
from designs no longer containing them
It seems fair to speculate that method binding and lack of verication
help to explain why design tools are not in widespread use even though many
believe their productivity would be increased if given the right tool  In our
view ideal development tools should

implement a sound simple and orthogonal discourse in the adopted paradigm

provide method independence but not prevent method selection to allow
designer creativity and the recording of just in time knowledge with min
imum restrictions for example in the object paradigm given only a class
name designers could declare objects and create a state transition diagram
for the class

constantly maintain design consistency preferably with the aid of back
ground formalisms unseen to users that verify user decisions

allow for early prototyping guaranteeing client participation at early stages
and thus avoiding errors much more expensive if not promptly detected

raise the level of discourse during development in the object paradigm
include modern objectoriented concepts and ideas such as design patterns

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and abstraction facilities for framework construction
The architecture of our objectoriented development system consists basi
cally of a user plane where designs take place a formal plane where design de
cisions are veried and platforms providing userformal mappings The users
plane contains GOOD a second generation objectoriented development tool
that allows the construction of class relationship object communication state
dependent behavior and scenario diagrams usually present in objectoriented
methods today
We justify the second generation claim as follows

the tool corresponds to a view of object orientation obtained after careful
examination of existing concepts languages methods and tools the ab
straction of their sound and common characteristics and the realization of
the abstract model found

this abstractionspecialization approach increases the tools ability to sup
port dierent development methods and also allows information recording
at the time when available

designer actions taken on a visual construction plane familiar to users are
veried in a formal plane unseen to users

the tool includes modern concepts in object orientation such as design
patterns pronounbased object communication and several semantics for
object behavior

extreme care was taken to maintain design consistency at a level not usually
found in existing CASE tools
The sections below address some of these issues
The central component of the users plane is DDL  a very high level
Design Description Language for the textual representation of visual designs
DDL code is automatically obtained from designs and is then automatically
transformed onto C code The integrity of the user plane lies primarily
in the fact that both the graphical design tool and the design description
language reect exactly the same objectoriented discourse This facilitates
development without discontinuities documentation and traceability for ex
ample
The graphical tool GOOD presents an interface style similar to that of
familiar development systems such as Visual Basic or Delphi The interface
of each diagram contains a menu a drawing area an inspector area and a
tool box all synchronously presented to users The tool runs on the Windows
NT platform and was written in Delphi 
The following sections discuss aspects of static and dynamic system views
The static issues discussed in section  are the modeling of relationships
genericity subsystem creation and class deletion Section  presents dynamic
aspects operation semantics pronounbased design and state dependent be
havior

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 Static Issues
The static view of objectoriented systems is represented in classrelationship
diagrams which are accompanied by class inspectors and a classrelationship
toolbox A project may contain several such diagrams and classes may ap
pear in dierent diagrams Upon class selection the corresponding inspector
is shown Inspectors contain tabbed dialogs showing class properties such
as object composition class operations communication protocols and excep
tions raised among others
 Class Relationships
This section discusses builtin and domainrelated class relationships A few
relationships recognized as commonly used in object orientation and directly
represented in programming languages are available from the classrelationship
toolbox composition inheritance parameterization and nesting Most are
found in other tools and methods
These builtin relationships are usually not enough to directly model ap
plication domains When dealing with professors students and courses in an
academic application for example it is unfair to request that the designer
decides in the light of builtin relationships only how best to model the situ
ation at hand In GOOD the designer may select from the toolbox a domain
relationship icon to represent a situation Placing this icon on the drawing
area causes the creation of a relationship node connected via composition to
the selected classes Professor Student and Course
Relationship nodes may actually be transformed into classes at code gen
eration This occurs if either

the relationship has its own attributes for example when a semester must
be recorded in a professorstudentcourse relationship

the relationship is to be navigated in many directions
In either case it is convenient to create a class modeling the relationship and
mediating its components It is through this mediator that the navigation
of the relationship is accomplished Own attributes may be inserted in the
relationship via the builtin composition relation The cardinalities and roles
of the various component classes are available in the inspectors of the vari
ous component edges On the other hand relationship nodes with no extra
attributes and oneway navigation disappear in the diagramtocode transfor
mation replaced by composition
Relationship nodes preserved as classes can be used in a regular way they
can be inherited have state dependent behavior model objects correspond
to generic class parameters etc Their usefulness in parameterization is illus
trated in the next section

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 Class Parameterization
The class parameterization mechanism implemented in GOODDDL enlarges
on usual parameterization features mainly in two ways

relationships can be used as generic class parameters

class parameters can be constrained by inheritance
The sections below discuss these two aspects
Relationships as generic arguments As seen above class relationships un
less naturally modeled via builtin relationships are transformed into classes
themselves Such would be the case of a relationship among Course Room
and Professor discovered in a scheduling system for students This relation
ship needs to be navigated in many directions and may have its own compo
nents it will be modeled by a class perhaps named CourseSchedule having
as components accesses to objects modeled by Course Room and Professor
To provide students with their own schedules an application could use a
list of course schedules declared in DDL as shown below
List hCourseSchedulei list
In the line above List is a generic container class available in a library Cours
eSchedule is the relationship class and list is an object of the instantiated
class List hCourseSchedulei A declaration like this could be present wherever
objects may be declared in DDL as object components as class components
as locals to operations as operation parameters and as operation results
The ability to use class relationships as generic arguments is important
in framework design  The GOOD user when designing a static view of
a system has the ability to select between builtin and domaindependent
relationships The former are directly modeled in diagrams and in DDL the
latter are possibly modeled as classes again both in diagrams and in DDL
Generic parameters constrained by inheritance Another feature of the pa
rameterization facility available in the users plane is the use of the inheritance
relationship in the denition of generic class parameters This feature relates
to problems encountered when using in the generic class being dened an
object modeled by a parameter class the corresponding argument class in a
given instantiation may not oer for example some operation being applied
to that object This problem is wellknown in the conventional world being
solved for example with operation overloading as in Ada or with required
operation lists for generic arguments as in CLU
In GOODDDL to ne tune the parameterargument correspondence
the denition of a generic class may restrict the valid instantiation arguments
by declaring the parameters as belonging to inheritance hierarchies as in the
example below

CLASS GraphBuilder hNode IN Polygon Edge IN Arrowi
 class sections implementing graph builders using

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 polygons as nodes and arrows as edges
END CLASS
Supposing inheritance hierarchies rooted by Polygon and Arrow which
may be abstract classes any class in these hierarchies could be used as argu
ments corresponding to Node and Edge in the declaration above respectively
The generic class GraphBuilder would guarantee by construction the accep
tance of the interfaces provided by Polygon and Arrow If Rectangle is a
Polygon and DirectedArrow is an Arrow then the declaration
GraphBuilder hRectangle DirectedArrowi graph
instantiates the generic class in a safe way creating an object graph whose
nodes are rectangles and edges are directed arrows Arguments not in the
declared parameter hierarchies cause compilation errors
Note that the generic declaration
CLASS UnrestrictedGraphBuilder hNode Edgei
 class body
 polygons as nodes and arrows as edges
END CLASS
which does not restrict the parameters Node and Edge can only expect the
compiler to check given freely chosen corresponding arguments the basic
operations applicable to all objects such as assignment equality comparison
and builtin operations as CREATE and DELETE
Using inheritance in the denition of generic parameters avoids to some
extent operation overloading and long lists of required operations for valid
generic arguments Restricting parameters based on inheritance assures de
signers greater latitude in writing code since all operations in the root classes
can be applied to parameter modeled objects and also allows compilers the
generation of tighter code regarding these objects
GenVoca 	 and RESOLVE 	 are examples of software generators ad
dressing compositional problems via object technology aiming at the devel
opment of plugandplay components for reusable architectures Both use
class parameterization as an abstraction mechanism Using relationships as
parameters since they are modeled by classes increases design orthogonality
 Subsystems
There are many objectoriented methods today and most adopt basically
the same denition for subsystem a collection of classes that make sense
together guarding close relationships and presenting functionalities that are
best considered from a higher level
In modeling application domains it is often the case that some subsystems
are known in advance they have been used before the domain itself is well
known etc These can be constructed in GOOD as separate class diagrams
containing visual representations for all classes in the subsystem

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GOOD oers another facility to handle the size complexity of object
oriented systems the grouping of visual representations of classes in class
diagrams Class nodes selected as group members either visually or through a
special insertremove dialog box are removed from the diagram being shown
only as group members The group itself has a name and a dierent visual
aspect and once created maintains all relationships previously dened among
the classes within and the classes outside the group A right mouse button
click over the groups node shows group functionalities
A group is neither a modeling nor an encapsulation mechanism but merely
a visual aid to handle the complexity of class diagrams The use of this
grouping facility however can lead to the discovery of new subsystems as
classes are groupedungrouped their functionality begins to be understood as
a whole At this time a Create Subsystem option can be selected by clicking
the right mouse button inside the groups node This creates a new class
diagram to visually represent the new subsystem mediated by a new class
This mediator class acts as the representative of the entire collection hav
ing in its object structure references to components of all subsystem classes
and presenting operations to its users that reect the collective functionality
of its components Upon receiving a clients request the mediator object ac
tually the subsystem object delegates to the corresponding component the
responsibility to serve the client
Creating subsystems after grouping launches an extensive operation de
signed to replace in the entire project

all declarations of objects of classes in the group by declarations of ob
jects modeled by the mediator class automatically created to manage the
subsystem

all operation requests to objects modeled by classes within the subsystem
by requests to mediator operations automatically created to delegate re
sponsibilities to the adequate components
To complete the consistency check for this creation it is necessary to maintain
all relationships among classes in the subsystem and to preserve subsystem
classes in their inheritance chains Also the users view of old relationships
continues if subsystem members are visually present in several class diagrams
 Class deletion
In our experience no other feature of objectoriented CASE tools has to be
more carefully considered The number of actions to be taken when a designer
decides to delete a class is huge if design consistency has to be respected The
rst consideration has to do with the users intention is it the class itself or
one of its representation nodes that is to be removed A class can be visually
represented by various nodes in dierent diagrams andor subsystems a class
can be used to model objects as components operation parameters and locals
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and can be part of inheritance relationships
Deletion in our tool is a twostep process the selected node is shown
with a dierent visual aspect changing color along with all incoming and
outgoing relationship edges A right mouse button click over the marked class
then opens an options menu allowing the second step to be taken Options
here include undelete simple node deletion and class deletion Node deletion
aects only the internal representation of that particular diagram and is easily
done the node and related edges are removed from the screen and internal
representation
Class deletion is considerably more involved If conrmed the class must
be deleted from the entire project but not from other projects which can
only use the class in a readonly fashion This means the removal of all class
nodes and all class declared objects This last step involves the navigation of
an internally kept list of class uses which may contain object components of
the class parameters in operations and so on
From the inheritance point of view things are even more complicated
What is the intention of the user in deleting a class in the middle of an
inheritance chain Does this mean also the deletion of all its subclasses or
is it just the case that an abstraction level is now considered inadequate In
the former case the process outlined in the paragraph above has to be iterated
over all deleted classes In the latter further questions arise should the
system incorporate in the subclasses of the deleted class its former superclass
components and functionalities Or is it the designers intention to have the
subclasses of the deleted class now directly inheriting the superclass The
options menu oered to designers takes into account all these possibilities
 Dynamic Views
Object communication state transition and time related diagrams reect dy
namic system views all concern object communications All GOODDDL
objects are potentially active in the sense that each may have its own exe
cution environment message queue and message dispatcher its own thread
Thread assignment is largely handled by underlying platforms invisible to
users The sections below discuss some system dynamics aspects in GOODDDL
 Operation Semantics
GOODDDL objects can satisfy requests in several dierent ways procedu
rally answering asynchronous handshake and future messages cooperatively
and exceptionally Special syntax and semantics exist for expressing this var
ied object behavior it is up to the designer to select the most appropriate in
each situation by clicking over the operation edge in some dynamic diagram
and selecting the semantics from a list box
The procedural or methodical behavior is that found in most current

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objectoriented languages the execution of the operation that invokes the
procedure is suspended until the procedure terminates
Message receiving in GOODDDL oers dierent synchronization seman
tics Asynchronous messages do not block the sending object and may start
the receivers execution on a new thread handshake messages may block the
sending object until the receiver gets the message and sends back its acknowl
edgment at which time both the sending and the receiving objects can execute
on dierent threads the sender of a future message may selfblock to be able
to receive parameters back from the receiving object perhaps executing on
another thread
Coroutines and iterators can also be declared as operations in classes
implementing a cooperative behavior for objects Iterators are specially useful
in loops which can be controlled by objects whose next values are computed
outside the loop in the iterator provided by their modeling classes Threads
are also useful here mainly to save local execution environments and resume
addresses
Finally to handle exceptional conditions that may arise during execution
GOODDDL allows the denition of exception handlers in operations and
in classes Class exception handlers specify another handling scope they are
automatically invoked on the receiving object if no local handler is present for
some raised exception
Guards pre and postconditions may be associated to operations This is
done via text editors opened upon request again via right mouse clicks over
operation edges A guards vector is kept for each object being part of its in
ternal representation Pre and postconditions may include time constraints
the latest allowed time for the operation to start and the latest time for it
to end Exceptions are raised if these times are not met These editors are
shown upon operation selection wherever operations may appear
The operation semantics listed above are wellknown in the conventional
programming world and modern execution platforms such as operating sys
tems and runtime libraries include an increasing number of facilities to e
ciently implement those semantics as for example queues for message passing
and threads for concurrency The wise designer selects the best semantics for
the situation at hand thus improving system quality This can be specially
useful in relaxing synchronization constraints imposed by the procedural be
havior which may not exist in the domain being modeled
Furthermore numerous design patterns can be directly embedded in code
when the varied operation semantics presented above is used For example the
Distributed Callback application level pattern described in  can be imple
mented either with future message handlers or asynchronous handlers coupled
with pronouns as described in the next section

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 Pronounbased Design
The need to know object identiers in order to request their services has been
mentioned as an object orientation liability 		 The asynchronous message
sending mechanism described below alleviates this situation
Certain executiontime object relationships are automatically created in
GOODDDL creatorcreature and parentson The creator is an object
that servicing a request creates another object its creature The parent is
an object that in the denition of its structure contains the declaration of
its son These relationships are represented in GOODDDL by the generic
designators CREATOR and PARENT
Using these designators class decoupling can be increased if classes model
objects that relate to the outside world by sending asynchronous messages to
their creators or parents their clients For example the message sending
statement
PARENT  ResultIs value
could be used by a calculator object to inform its parent of its current result
If this kind of protocol is always followed the Calculator class could safely be
reused as a component in other contexts without the need for code adapta
tion It would be the responsibility of its parent object to handle messages
such as ResultIs a payroll system could use this result to change a salary
and a spreadsheet object could use it to change the contents of a cell Both
applications would need to declare a Calculator object as a component and
message handlers for ResultIs but the Calculator class would be the same
In our tool special CREATOR and PARENT nodes can be used in object
communication and time diagrams to visually express pronounbased collab
orations Systematically adopting this design strategy class designers can
increase the reuse possibilities of their products
The automatic creation of the parentson and creatorcreature relation
ships relieves programmers of complicated code that must be written to allow
generic references of this kind as recommended in the Composite and Chain
of Responsibility patterns  As mentioned above it also alleviates the need
objects have of knowing the identities of their messagereceiving collaborators
 State dependent Behavior
Several objectoriented methods use states and transitions to dene object
behavior when this behavior depends on the past history of stimuli received
by objects A state is actually an abstraction of the past requests made to an
object transitions indicate behavior requests and usually cause state changes
A state transition diagram or table is used in most methods to represent
valid sequences of such stimuli In modeling an application domain objects
of several classes may possess this kind of behavior usually to each such class
a state diagram or table is associated In these representations we usually
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nd actions that must be carried out either when a transition is taken Mealy
semantics or when we arrive at or leave a state Moore semantics We use a
combination of Mealy and Moore state transition diagrams to represent state
dependent behavior in our CASE tool
We use a variation of the State pattern  adapting this pattern to our
language and to the design construction tool This pattern consists basically in
representing states as classes in an inheritance hierarchy and in delegating to
an object a component of the application object navigating in this hierarchy
the responsibility to implement state dependent behavior
From a state transition diagram actually a timed transition system 
our CASE tool automatically creates the state class hierarchy and its corre
sponding code The root class in this hierarchy contains do nothing imple
mentations for all operations included in the state diagram every subclass
contains operation shells indicating the need for redening the operations cor
responding to the transitions that can be taken from the corresponding state
Each such operation contains as its last statement a state transition im
plemented as a polymorphic transformation of the objects state component
The system designer is left with the task of writing the remaining operation
statements
Sometimes it is also necessary to assign actions to states to be taken either
when the state is arrived at or when the state is about to be left or even
in both situations In our CASE tool we provide this facility via dropdown
menus shown with right button clicks upon selected states which open editors
where initial andor nal actions can be coded
In both cases the actions edited are transformed in private state proce
dures labeled InitialActions and FinalActions If there are initial actions
dened for a state then the epilogue of all operations arriving at this state
automatically generated by the transformation tool is
SELF  InitialActions
which guarantees the execution of the states prologue
Similarly if there are nal actions associated with a state then the tool
automatically generates as the prologue of the state change operation if it
exists the statement
SELF  FinalActions
which executes the states last wishes
With Mealy and Moore resources at hand designers can choose the best
way to represent state dependent behavior in their systems The level of
redundancy thus provided helps optimization during design
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 Conclusions
CASE tools have been around for some time but are not widely used This
seems surprising given the facilities good tools may provide formal veri
cation early prototyping automatic code generation user concentration on
higher design aspects to name a few With respect to tools for objectoriented
development we are reasoning that besides the usual interface problems the
screen is too small etc they are not in day to day use partly because they
have been designed with construction methods in mind and there is some
evidence that particular methods are not as important 
To us it seems unnecessary to forbid a designer the recording of useful
information simply because it has been accidentally acquired at the wrong
time We may nd for example a type hierarchy when examining the state
behavior of a given class this is actually a frequent design decision we may
express dierent behavior either by specializing a class or by delegating re
sponsibilities to a state component To wait until the right method step
has been reached forces the careful designer to record this information aside
defeating the entire purpose of the CASE tool
GOOD is method free It does provide constructors for the usual dia
grams class relationships object communication state behavior scenarios
But the only sequence of steps that has to be obeyed says that to deal with
a class the class must be introduced in the design From this moment on
objects of this class can be declared for example as components in others
as operation parameters in scenarios subclasses of this class may be dened
the class may enter any relationships corresponding state depending behavior
may begin to be discovered All that is required is that the class have a name
Consistency at every step is also crucial for the acceptance of a CASE
tool A designer will lose condence in any tool that provides surprises for
example generating code for old design versions Although there is a high cost
in appropriately implementing all possible semantics for class deletion this
cost has to be taken unless the tool is rendered useless in consequence A
careful project for the internal representation of objectoriented designs should
start with the consideration of mechanisms for agile class deletion
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